Speech-language pathology insights into genetics and neuroscience: beyond surface behaviour.
For almost a century, speech-language pathologists (SLPs) have worked at refining communication disorder phenotypes. Yet a hundred years of mastering the characterization of surface behaviours has provided only limited understanding of the neurobiological underpinnings of communication disorder. Arguably, the most momentous aetiological findings in speech-language pathology have been made relatively recently and by cross-disciplinary colleagues in the fields of molecular genetics and neuroimaging. Such findings include discovery of FOXP2, for example, the first gene found to be associated with a primary speech disorder. New gene-brain-behaviour discoveries in communication disorder are occurring on an almost weekly basis and it is challenging for clinical SLPs to engage with, interpret, and keep abreast of this literature. This paper aims to provide a brief overview of genetic and neuroimaging approaches to the study of communication disorders. Further examples of key findings in these fields are presented, with a discussion of the impacts on core SLP practice. Future research directions for further illuminating gene-brain-behaviour relationships in communication disorder are identified.